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Abstract 

The fact that an electron is constantly produced by two ether energy vortexes in a resonant state (1), (2), 

will inevitably cause a complete redesign of the science. As the Ether itself is a superconductor (3), 

which creates space and time (4), opens the doors to the many unanswered questions from cosmology 

and quantum mechanics. Finally, matter creation and life itself can be explained and the consciousness 

question successfully answered.  
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Introduction 

There are many questions in physics, once presented as basic, whose answers produced long-lasting 

blockades and wrong grasping of reality. It was quite acceptable to say something like "If I do not 

understand this, nobody will do that". Two slit experiments, wave function collapse, the matter as a 

subject of probability, uncertainty principle, and what is neutron,…to name a few of them, are 

explained the wrong way and still cause complete confusion in our minds. 

To come to the right track (6), Ether must be returned in science, which brings us 120 years back in 

time. Maybe Frank Wielcheck, Nobel prize laureate, is the best choice for sobering (3).  

The Ether energy extremely firmly obeys cosmic laws (up to the degree of the Plank constant) and, 

thanks to that fact, all Ether products are the same in the whole universe.  

The best description of Ether energy (4) is vortex theory which brings us to the electron description as 

an energy stability process (1) and (5). 

1.1 How big is an electron?  

Carver Mead, Caltech, in this interview (7), was very brutal, when he says: it depends on the cavity in 

which electron energy (Ether) circles. 

“A mile-big electron? Yes‼‼ But what is circling? It is him, quant of Ether energy.” 

In a process of physical matter formation, Ether manifested high creativity. 

Besides the electron, the next elementary particle is formed: the proton. 

That is the end of the list of elementary particles in the universe. 

He has the same structure as an electron, but his electric vortex oscillation length is 1836 times longer 

compared with an electron, which caused mass difference between them. They are long-lasting 

particles (estimated four billion years) whose two vortices oscillate in resonance. 

1.2 Ether energy creativity principle is: increasing internal energy to heighten the order. 

That principle is evident in matter creation. The matter is created so that every element is electrically 

neutral, with the same number of electrons and protons. 

When first hydrogen atoms are created (increasing internal energy) due to different physical paths of 

electrical energy cycling, in time, a certain surplus of positive and negative energy levels appeared. To 

cancel that state, the neutron is formed and added to the core. Neutron mass is the same as proton mass, 

as we now know that the mass is electric vortex circulation length. When the space become abundant 
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with hydrogen atoms, the combination of the two hydrogen atoms offered internal stability in which 

hydrogen neutrons were unnecessary. 

With the next elements, that atom combination, was not possible, and neutrons are created and added to 

the core of matter elements until electrical neutrality is reached. The number of neutrons in matter 

elements varies due to different electron paths caused by specific electron configurations which are 

presented in the Periodic system of elements. 

What happens to the neutron when it is out of atom configuration (free)? Neutron in a short time (15 

min), disintegrates and release an electrical sign of an electron and proton.WHY? Neutron function out 

of nuclei is meaningless and he falls back to Dirak sea, a.e. in Ether energy. Creation and neutron 

disintegration is a manifestation of Ether’s energy "WILL" to create a material world on his way, which 

ended up with God's existence. 

But it does not mean that the neutron consists of these two particles, he emits energy (frequency) which 

was used for compensating purposes in EERSP (8). That means that there are not the two same 

neutrons, every one is specifically created to reach overall atom electrical neutrality.  

2. Conclusion 

Electron internal structure (1) describes the relation betwen electrical and magnetic field vectors on 

ground level, where the vortex energy process of eternal matter creation, in space and time, is explicitly 

shown.  
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